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#1 Living Economics Short Format
Easter, Dennis

said on 3/9/2014 8:46:40 PM

+19

(1)

By making each of the topics on the Living Economics website short, the content is easily
digestible. The format follows the leading methodology for online learning. Not only are you
able to read the content and understand it in a short time period, but its brevity facilitates
easy review as well. This short format really works well with the self study quiz format.
Since the title of each article indicated content, reviewing the material during the quiz was
much easier than reviewing a traditional textbook chapter.

#2

Peters, Phillip

said on 3/9/2014 9:57:02 PM

+8

(1)

That is a great point Dennis - the titles of each section helps to locate/review
information efficiently. Also, viewing the first few sentences of each section on the
home page gives quick additional insight into the content.

#3

Nelson, Michael

said on 3/10/2014 6:37:09 AM

(1)

+6

I agree that it is much easier to digest many small articles than one really long one. It
also makes it easier to remember where I left off when I cannot read the entire chapter
at one time.

#4

Russell, Benjamin

said on 3/10/2014 8:52:02 AM

(0)

+5

The short content is great, and relates the subject matter of the chapter to real world
experiences. T

#5

Bailey, Jonathan

said on 3/10/2014 9:18:06 AM

(0)

+5

I think this is a great point as well Dennis. The format of the living economics site and
their articles had made it alot easier to understand the concepts at hand due to real life
experiences.

#6

Bunner, Natosha

said on 3/12/2014 9:05:06 PM

(0)

+4

I agree. The short format makes the material less intimidating. I have actually learned
a lot.

#7

Seago, Joshua

said on 3/17/2014 8:09:32 AM

(0)

+1

I agree. The information is "bite-size" and much easier to swallow.
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